App Users Unwittingly in the Spotlight: A Model of Privacy Protection in Mobile Apps

Mobile apps are increasingly jeopardizing app users’ online privacy by collecting, storing, and sharing personal data disclosed via apps. However, little is known about mobile app users’ current privacy protection behavior and the factors that motivate it. Drawing on Roger’s Protection Motivation Theory (PMT), this study develops and tests the App Privacy Protection Model among 1,593 Western European app users. The results demonstrate that, on the one hand, increased levels of perceived self-efficacy, vulnerability, and privacy concern enhance mobile app users’ motivation to engage in risk-reducing behavior, while on the other hand, higher levels of knowledge of the data collection practices of mobile apps, app attitude, and perceived response costs diminish it. Being the first study that applies PMT in the mobile app context, this study offers several important implications regarding privacy protection in mobile apps.

Today, app users constantly, and often unwittingly, create quantifiable information online by downloading and using mobile apps (Buck et al. 2014; Perlroth and Bilton 2012; Sipior, Ward, and Volonino 2014). These data are regularly used by analytics companies to observe and identify patterns of consumer conduct, to aggregate consumer information into profiles, and to sell this information to marketers or other interested parties who, in turn, use these data for customized marketing or predictive analytics (Ashworth and Free 2006; Buck et al. 2014; Esposti 2014; Shklovski et al. 2014; Sipior, Ward, and Volonino 2014; van Dijck 2014). Despite the potentially positive outcomes of this kind of tracking, such as receiving targeted ads that fit ones interests (Aguirre et al. 2015), mobile app users may also experience direct negative consequences, such
as discrimination in buying situations (Bauman and Lyon 2013; Esposti 2014), identity theft (Reyns 2013), fraud (Narayanan, Koo, and Cozzarin 2012), and unwanted commercial solicitations (Sutanto et al. 2013).

To better protect consumer data and regulate data collection practices, the European Union (EU) is currently taking the following measures. First, the EU introduced a comprehensive reform of data protection rules in May 2016, which aims, among others, to “give citizens back control over their personal data” (European Commission 2018). Second, the EU relies on a self-regulation principle, which is based on the assumption that consumers respond to businesses’ data collection practices in a calculated and rational manner (Acquisti, John, and Loewenstein 2013) and that they take the necessary steps to protect their privacy. As becomes apparent from these two measures, the EU places the responsibility for the protection of personal data partly on consumers. Prior research, however, has shown that (mobile) Internet users currently do not seem to discharge their privacy protection responsibility, because they, for instance, barely read the privacy policies of apps (Liu 2014; Shklovski et al. 2014) or discount the value of their privacy for immediate gratifications associated with the information disclosure (e.g., gift cards) (Acquisti and Grossklags 2005, 2007; Acquisti, John, and Loewenstein 2013). Therefore, it is important to understand which factors motivate app users to protect their privacy in the mobile app context. It is necessary to focus on the mobile context in particular, because, in contrast to other digital devices, such as personal computers, mobile devices have become extensions to the self (Vishwanath and Chen 2008), which “are typically personal to an individual, almost always on, and with the user” (Federal Trade Commission [FTC], 2013, 2). More than other types of technology, mobile devices “can facilitate data collection and sharing among many entities, including […] application developers, analytics companies, and advertisers to a degree unprecedented in the desktop environment” (FTC, 2013, 2). Moreover, they can reveal precise information about a user’s location “in ways not anticipated by consumers” (FTC, 2013, 3). Thus, mobile devices may compromise consumer privacy way more than other digital devices, which is why an independent study of privacy protection in the mobile app context is necessary.

This study aims to understand which factors motivate app users to protect their privacy in the mobile app context drawing on Protection Motivation Theory (PMT) (Rogers 1975, 1983), a theory that has been widely applied to consumer privacy and security issues (e.g., Boehmer et al. 2015; Milne and Culnan 2004), but not yet to the mobile app context. By surveying 1,593 mobile app users between 18 and 88 years old about the 12 most popular mobile apps in a Western European country, the
current study offers several important contributions. Theoretically, this study contributes to the growing body of literature using PMT to examine privacy behavior in the mobile app context (Boehmer et al. 2015; Milne, Labrecque, and Cromer 2009) by providing a theoretical refinement of PMT (Rogers 1975, 1983). More specifically, we show the need for including the concept of \textit{knowledge} as an additional PMT construct. In doing so, we extend PMT and make it more applicable to the mobile app context. Moreover, we provide a more nuanced understanding of the factors that motivate app users to protect their privacy. Practically, the findings of this study offer important implications for public policy and consumer empowerment by showing that increased privacy concerns, vulnerability, and self-efficacy perceptions are positively related to privacy protection motivation. Thus, it might be beneficial for policymakers to concentrate their efforts on increasing mobile app users’ awareness of potential privacy threats and their belief that they can protect their mobile privacy.

**THEORETICAL BACKGROUND**

**Understanding Privacy Protection Behavior**

Privacy, conceptualized by Altman (1975, 24) as “the selective control of access to the self,” is characterized by a temporal, dynamic process, in which individuals attempt to protect their privacy by adjusting the boundaries of which information they disclose in their interaction with others. Whether individuals, in fact, adjust their privacy boundaries, is likely to depend on their “protection motivation,” that is, their desire to protect themselves from threats (Rogers 1975). Applying this concept in the mobile app context, we define “protection motivation” as mobile app users’ desire to engage in privacy-enhancing behavior, such as turning off GPS or Wi-Fi connections, reading privacy policies, or deleting apps that jeopardize privacy.

The term “protection motivation” is adapted from PMT, which was originally introduced by Rogers (1975, 1983) in an attempt to understand the effects of health-threat messages on health attitude change. PMT has become more and more relevant in the privacy and online safety context during the last decade (Boehmer et al. 2015; Cho, Rivera-Sánchez, and Lim 2009; Ifinedo 2012; Lee, LaRose, and Rifon 2008; Youn 2009). The original PMT model (Rogers 1975) posits that individuals’ motivation to protect themselves from threats arises from three cognitive appraisal processes: (1) perceiving the threat to be noxious (i.e., perceived severity), (2) perceiving the threat to be likely to occur to oneself (i.e., perceived
vulnerability), and (3) perceiving the protective behavior to be effective in reducing the threat (i.e., perceived response efficacy).

In a later version, Rogers (1983) extended PMT to a more general theory of persuasive communication by adding three more cognitive appraisals that affect individuals’ protection motivation. These are (4) individuals’ belief to be able to perform the protective behavior (i.e., perceived self-efficacy), (5) any perceived costs (e.g., monetary, effort, time) associated with the protective behavior (i.e., response costs), and (6) the benefits (i.e., positive beliefs and attitudes) associated with the risky behavior. While the first four cognitive assessments increase individuals’ motivation to engage in threat-reducing behavior, the last two appraisals diminish it. Taken together, these six constructs are important determinants of individuals’ motivation to protect themselves from threats.

In this study, we propose a theoretical refinement of PMT. We argue that mobile app users’ prior knowledge of the data collection and usage practices of apps should be added as an additional PMT construct. Prior literature on individuals’ responses to fear appeal massages has often distinguished between objective knowledge (i.e., what you know) and subjective knowledge (i.e., what you think you know) (e.g., Morman 2000; Nabi, Roskos-Ewoldsen, and Carpentier 2008). A study by Morman (2000), for instance, has demonstrated that objective knowledge plays an important role in encouraging healthy behaviors, while subjective knowledge does not. His research showed that an objective knowledge gain on testicular cancer was positively associated with individuals’ attitude toward and intention to perform the protective response (i.e., testicular self-exams). This was not the case for the subjective knowledge gain. In addition, So (2013) has postulated that information (or knowledge) of a threat plays an essential role in triggering fear or danger control processes. According to the author, adequate information on how to avert the danger is expected to increase self-efficacy and response efficacy perceptions, which is initiating a danger control process and forming protection motivation. Against this backdrop, we argue that the construct objective knowledge (i.e., app users’ knowledge of the data collection and usage practices of mobile apps) is a prerequisite for motivating app users to protect their privacy in apps. In fact, prior research supports this assumption: According to Park (2011), a critical understanding of data flow and its implicit rules is necessary for users to be able to act. Moreover, it has been shown that to exercise appropriate measures of resistance against the potential abuse of personal information, users need to understand the data flow in cyberspace and its acceptable limits of exposure (Ball and Webster 2003). Based on
this argumentation we added the variable mobile app knowledge to our conceptual model.

Second, we did not differentiate between response efficacy and self-efficacy in this study, but rather we included an overall efficacy measure called privacy self-efficacy, due to the following reasons. At the moment, mobile app users do have a few options to respond to the data collection and usage practices of apps (e.g., using apps that restrict information disclosure), but these options are very limited and not commonly used. Compared to the general Internet environment, in which users are less constrained to disclose personal information, mobile app users mostly only have a “take it” (i.e., accept the terms, thereby jeopardizing privacy) or “leave it” (i.e., refuse to download the app) option when downloading apps. In other words, to use most apps, users have to make a conscious choice to first download the application and agree to the terms and conditions, which represents a higher investment than just visiting a Web site. When app users choose the “take it” option, they mostly do not have any leeway to influence how much personal data the app wants to access. Hence, there are currently not many real response options for mobile app users to protect their privacy except not installing privacy-invading apps. Letting users assess the response efficacy of the “not-installing-an-app-strategy” seems to be unnecessary, because an app that is not installed on a mobile device can obviously not invade consumer privacy and the strategy is, therefore, very effective. Another option to assess response efficacy would be to ask users about the efficacy of responses that do not exist yet or that are not commonly used; however, doing so would not only impair the ecological validity of our study but also the internal validity. The only option to get insights into response efficacy perceptions would be to ask people if they think that they are able to respond to the data collection practices of apps. Although there might not be an effective response, people might still have a feeling of whether they can influence the data collection or not. This feeling might not necessarily reflect reality, but it can still be there and it might influence individuals’ privacy protection motivation. Hence, in the specific context of mobile apps, in this study we do not differentiate between response efficacy and self-efficacy but we rather include an overall efficacy measure called privacy self-efficacy. Taken together, this study introduces and tests the App Privacy Protection Model (APPM) as depicted in Figure 1.

Mobile App Knowledge

According to the EU ePrivacy Directive (2002), that is, a directive for the protection of personal data in the electronic communications
sector, firms that wish to track Internet users need to provide them with clear and complete information on the purpose of the tracking and they need to obtain the data subject’s consent, that is, “any freely given specific and informed indication of his wishes by which the data subject signifies his agreement to personal data relating to him being processed” (EU Data Protection Directive 1995, 39). These rules apply to many online technologies, including mobile apps (Zuiderveen Borgesius 2013).

Despite these legal regulations, currently, (mobile) Internet users seem to be far from giving an “informed indication of will” when they agree to privacy policies, because they barely read them (Liu 2014; Milne and Culnan 2004; Shklovski et al. 2014). In fact, (mobile) Internet users’ level of knowledge regarding the data collection and usage practices of online services is rather low: As recent research showed, only few general Internet users understood the most basic surveillance practices of Web sites (Park 2011; Smit, van Noort, and Voorveld 2014) and mobile apps (Felt et al. 2012). Moreover, app users were surprised and hardly aware that apps access so much personal information (Lin et al. 2012) and many mistakenly believed that apps do not share personal information with the third parties when they have a privacy policy (Park and Jang 2014).

Existing research has shown that higher levels of objective knowledge on online phishing attacks enhances computer users’ phishing threat avoidance behavior (Arachchilage and Love 2014). In addition, it has been demonstrated that Internet users’ awareness of the presence of spyware is a key predictor of taking active measures to protect against spyware intrusion and clean spyware from infected systems (Hu and Dinev 2005). Based on these findings, we hypothesize that:
H1: Mobile app knowledge will be positively related to app users’ privacy protection (1) motivation and (2) behavior.

Privacy Concerns and Perceived Severity

Information privacy is becoming more and more a shared concern in the mobile Internet context (Sipior, Ward, and Volonino 2014), because apps are dramatically increasing the amount of personal data released to service providers and other interested parties (Bettini and Riboni 2015). Privacy concerns are defined as “concerns about [the] possible loss of privacy as a result of information disclosure to a specific external agent” (Xu et al. 2012, 2). In this study, we use the construct privacy concerns to approach the PMT construct severity, that is, individuals’ perception of the noxiousness of the threat (Rogers 1975). Although we acknowledge that the notion of perceived severity and concern are not exactly the same, we purposely use privacy concerns in this study given that this variable has shown to be a key variable affecting privacy protective behavior, such as fabricating personal information or using privacy-enhancing technologies (e.g., Wirtz, Lwin, and Williams 2007; Youn 2009).

Prior research has shown that levels of privacy concern are high and increasing. While an EU study (European Commission 2011) showed that many Europeans are fairly concerned about their behavior being recorded via mobile phone or mobile Internet (49%), a TRUSTe study (2014) revealed that 85% of respondents worried about using apps. The majority of the respondents indicated that businesses sharing personal information with other companies form the most prevalent cause of concern. In line with these findings, a study by Shklovski et al. (2014) revealed that app users express strong concerns regarding the data collection practices of apps.

According to PMT, the higher the perceived severity of the threat, the higher individuals’ protection motivation and behavior will be (Rogers 1975). In a similar vein, prior research has shown that privacy concerns motivate protection behaviors in the general Internet context: A study by Youn (2009), for instance, has demonstrated that highly privacy-concerned adolescent Internet users are more inclined to engage in privacy protection behavior, such as seeking out interpersonal advice or refraining from using certain Web sites than less-concerned users (Youn 2009). In addition, it has been shown that privacy concerns led to protective behaviors such as fabricating personal information or using privacy-enhancing technologies (Wirtz, Lwin, and Williams 2007), limiting the visibility of social network site profiles (Chen and Chen 2015), or rejecting unnecessary cookies (Milne and Culnan 2004). Therefore, we hypothesize that:
H2: Privacy concerns will be positively related to app users’ privacy protection (1) motivation and (2) behavior.

Vulnerability

Vulnerability indicates the extent to which an individual feels the threat will occur to him/herself (Lee, LaRose, and Rifon 2008; Rogers 1975). Translating this to the mobile app context, vulnerability can be understood as the extent to which an app user feels that the possible privacy invasion caused by mobile apps will occur to him/herself. Research on app users’ perceived vulnerability is scarce. Only the study of Shklovski et al. (2014) showed so far that app users have the feeling to be vulnerable and helpless when it comes to privacy protection on mobile devices.

PMT posits that a higher perceived level of vulnerability leads to a higher protection motivation and behavior (Rogers 1975, 1983). Existing literature has found evidence for this assumption showing that higher perceived levels of vulnerability led to a higher intention to engage in virus protection behavior (Lee, LaRose, and Rifon 2008), a higher adoption of protective security behaviors, such as reading privacy statements on the web (Milne, Labrecque, and Cromer 2009), more privacy protection motivation (Youn 2009), and higher levels of online safety behavior, such as using a pop-up blocker (Boehmer et al. 2015). We were interested to examine whether higher perceived vulnerability levels would be positively related to higher levels of protection motivation and behavior in the mobile app context. Based on the literature we hypothesize that:

H3: Perceived vulnerability will be positively related to app users’ privacy protection (1) motivation and (2) behavior.

Privacy Self-Efficacy

The term self-efficacy relates to individuals’ belief that they are able to perform the protective behavior (Rogers 1983). In this study, we use the term privacy self-efficacy to describe mobile app users’ perceived confidence in their own ability to control the disclosure and subsequent use of personal information collected via mobile apps. There are mixed findings with regard to the extent to which Internet users think they are able to protect their privacy online.

On the one hand, research suggests that Internet users do have the feeling that they are able to protect themselves online: A survey conducted by the Committee on the Internal Market and Consumer Protection of the European Parliament (IMCO 2011) demonstrated, for instance, that 68%
of European consumers feel they have control over the data they share online. Similarly, a survey conducted by the EU (European Commission 2011) showed that the majority of the Europeans think they have some control (79%) over the information they disclose on social networking sites (SNS) and sharing sites and 68% reported having control over personal information disclosed when shopping online. Finally, a study by Chen and Chen (2015) revealed that SNS users perceived their self-efficacy in privacy management to be high.

On the other hand, research has also pointed at low levels of perceived privacy self-efficacy, suggesting that Internet users perceived their level of personal information control to be consistently low (Park, 2011), that they are not able to limit information gathering via apps (Thurm and Kane 2010), and that they have the feeling that there is not much they can do about the data collection of apps (Shklovski et al. 2014).

According to PMT (Rogers 1975, 1983), higher perceived levels of self-efficacy lead to more protection motivation and behavior. In fact, research has shown that higher levels of self-efficacy led to more online protection measures, such as updating software protections and communicating safely with others online (Boehmer et al. 2015), a higher intention to adopt virus protection behavior (Lee, LaRose, and Rifon 2008), to more spyware deletion, and to less risky behavior such as setting browsers’ safety settings to low and providing credit card information (Milne, Labrecque, and Cromer 2009). We were interested to examine whether higher perceived self-efficacy levels would be positively related to higher levels of protection motivation and behavior in the mobile app context. We hypothesize that:

H4: Perceived self-efficacy will be positively related to mobile app users’ privacy (1) motivation and (2) behavior.

Perceived Benefits and Response Costs

Existing literature assumes that prior to disclosing personal information online, for instance via mobile apps, individuals act as rational economic agents performing an analysis of the costs and benefits associated with the information trade. Based on this trade-off, individuals are presumed to decide whether they disclose personal information or not (Acquisti and Grossklags 2005; Aguirre et al. 2015; Fife and Orjuela 2012; Keith et al. 2013; Li, Sarathy, and Xu 2010). In this study, the term benefits refers to individuals’ expectation of acquiring positive outcomes when continuing the risky behavior and not engaging in protective behavior (Lee, LaRose, and Rifon 2008; Rogers 1975). In the mobile app context, this means
that app users tend to engage in risky behavior, because they perceive
the benefits of using an app to be more attractive than the protective
behavior. In fact, research has shown that app users decide to engage
in risky behavior in exchange for convenience, functionality, or financial
gains (Acquisti & Grossklags, 2007) and when they think the utility of the
app is high enough (Good et al. 2005). As apps offer a heterogeneous range
of benefits, we decided to measure benefits in terms of app attitude, that
is, their overall evaluation of the app in question. App attitude resembles
benefits on a more abstract benefits level and is easily applicable to all
the different apps used in this study. Based on the reviewed literature, we
hypothesize that:

H5: App attitude will be negatively related to app users’ privacy protection (1)
motivation and (2) behavior.

On the other hand, whether individuals engage in privacy protection
behavior also depends on their perceived response costs. Response costs
refer to individuals’ perceived costs that are associated with the protective
behavior (Rogers 1983). These costs may be related to money, time, or
effort (Lee, LaRose, and Rifon 2008), but they can also be related to
abstaining from the benefits of an app. App users do not have much
leeway to protect their privacy in mobile apps, because only a few apps
offer users the opportunity to change privacy settings. Therefore, the
most effective way of protecting one’s privacy in apps is to stop using a
particular privacy-invading app. This might negatively influence app users’
privacy protection motivation and behavior, because refraining from using
a particular app service may lead to unwanted consequences such as not
having access to certain information or people. It might be that if the
perceived costs of the trade are too high, in other words, if mobile app
users need to give up too much for protecting their privacy, their protection
motivation and behavior is likely to be low. In fact, research has shown that
response costs may have a negative effect on Internet users’ motivation
to engage in online safety behaviors (LeFebvre 2012). However, there
were also recent studies that did not find an effect of response costs on
online safety intentions (Boehmer et al. 2015; Shillair et al. 2015). In this
study, we expect that response costs are negatively related to protection
motivation and behavior in the mobile app context, because stopping to
use a certain app for privacy reasons seems to be a big consequence for
app users. Based on this, we hypothesize:

H6: Response costs will be negatively related to app users’ privacy protection (1)
motivation and (2) behavior.
METHOD

App Differences

Leading app stores comprise thousands of apps. While Android users can choose from 2.8 million apps in the Google Play store, Apple users can pick from 2.2 million apps in the Apple App store (Statista 2017). Given the fact that each of these apps offers different functions and handles different data collection and usage practices, it is important to investigate our main constructs on a more specific level, thus, for specific mobile apps. It might namely be that differences in apps lead to different outcomes. Therefore, we let our participants answer all our questions on one specific app and we examined whether we needed to take app differences into account in our analyses. At the beginning of the results section, we will present the results of these analyses. The 12 different apps used in this study were selected based on a pretest conducted among 28 Western European smartphone and tablet users (60.7% female; age: $M = 38.36; SD = 15.33$). In this pretest, participants were asked to indicate for a total of 75 apps derived from the app-popularity rankings of the Apple App Store and the Android Play Store (calendar week 25, 2015), whether they used these apps on their smartphone and/or tablet. Based on the results of the pretest, we selected the following most used, free apps for the final survey: WhatsApp (instant messenger), Facebook (SNS), Buienradar (weather app), Google Maps (mapping service), Gmail (e-mail service), YouTube (video platform), Nu.nl (news app), Skype (telecommunications app), Wordfeud (Scrabble gaming app), Dropbox (online cloud), 9292 (public transport app), and Spotify (music streaming app). We chose these 12 apps because they are currently the most used apps in the country where the study took place, which is why they represent a potential privacy danger to a lot of people.

Procedure

At the beginning of the actual survey, we obtained participants’ informed consent and assessed demographics and general privacy concerns. Hereafter, we determined respondents’ participation eligibility. Only respondents who owned a smartphone and/or a tablet and had downloaded at least one of the 12 most used free apps were allowed to participate. After the screening, one of the 12 apps was randomly chosen and respondents eligible for participating in the study answered questions only about this specific app in the subsequent part of the questionnaire. These questions measured: app attitude, privacy concerns,
mobile app knowledge, privacy self-efficacy, and perceived vulnerability. After these app-specific questions, respondents’ smartphone or tablet use was assessed. Finally, the following variables were measured: privacy protection motivation, app download habit, response costs, protection behavior, prior experience of privacy infringement, and app use.

Sample and Data Collection

The online survey was distributed among the international Esomar-certified online panel of the online market research institute PanelClix between July 24 and 31, 2015. PanelClix sent e-mails containing a link to the questionnaire to a representative sample of the country’s population (18+). A total of 11,667 panel members were invited to participate in the study. Of these invitees, 2,684 people started the survey, resulting in a response rate of 23%. Of the 2,684 initial survey starts, 1,796 questionnaires were completed; hence, the completion rate was 67% and 203 completed questionnaires (11%) were removed from the sample, because these respondents had completed the whole questionnaire unusually fast and their response patterns indicated they had not read the survey questions properly. Hence, the net sample size was 1,593 (49% female; $M_{\text{age}} = 50.95$; $SD = 16.09$; range 18–88 years).

The sample approximated the country’s population of 18 years and older (Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek (CBS) 2015) with respect to gender (sample: 49.3% female; country population: 50.5% female). With regard to age and education, mean levels were slightly higher in the sample than in the population (age: $M_{\text{sample}} = 50.95$; $M_{\text{CBS}} = 41.3$; level of education: sample: 14% low, 49% medium, 36% high; country population: 30% low, 40% medium, 28% high). A total of 91.8% of the participants owned a smartphone and 79.9% a tablet. Android and iOS were the most prevalent operating systems on their smartphones and tablets. Respondents had an average of 40 ($SD = 35.96$) mobile apps on their smartphone and/or tablet, including preinstalled apps, and they had downloaded, on average, two ($SD = 5.69$) apps during the last month. Most of the respondents indicated using apps every now and then (43.8%) or often (34.5%) on a normal day. Moreover, they estimated that they had spent, on average, 64 minutes ($SD = 80.64$) on apps the day before participating in the survey. Respondents had downloaded, on average, 6 ($SD = 2.38$) of the 12 selected apps for this study. Of these 12 apps, the most popular apps were WhatsApp (83.9%), Facebook (71.0%), Buienradar (69.8%), YouTube (62.9%), GoogleMaps (60.8%), and Gmail (53.8%).
TABLE 1

Mobile App Knowledge: Example Measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Statistics</th>
<th>% Correct</th>
<th>% False</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobile App Knowledge WhatsApp (n = 270)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. WhatsApp will periodically access your address book or contact list on your mobile phone to locate the mobile phone numbers of other WhatsApp users.</td>
<td></td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>70.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. WhatsApp may share information on your app usage with interested third parties to assist them in understanding the usage patterns of WhatsApp users.</td>
<td></td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>81.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. All personal information you transfer to WhatsApp are transferred to the United States.</td>
<td></td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>86.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Contents of messages that have been delivered by the WhatsApp service are not copied, kept, or achieved by WhatsApp in the normal course of business.</td>
<td></td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>70.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Files that are sent through the WhatsApp service will reside on WhatsApp servers after delivery for a short period of time.</td>
<td></td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>62.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. When I use WhatsApp, I see the same ads as someone else using WhatsApp.</td>
<td></td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>62.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. WhatsApp is only allowed to gather and store information about my app use when I gave them the permission to do so.</td>
<td></td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>87.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. It is punishable for companies like WhatsApp to store information about the mobile app use of individuals.</td>
<td></td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>77.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Statements were presented in random order. Italicized percentage is the correct answer. Boldface percentage shows statements respondents were most often mistaken about. The first five statements are adapted from the privacy policy of WhatsApp (http://www.whatsapp.com/legal; last modified July 7, 2012) and the last three statements from McDonald and Cranor (2010).*

**Measures**

Inspired by McDonald and Cranor (2010) and Smit, van Noort, and Voorveld (2014), mobile app knowledge was measured using eight untrue/true/do not know statements of which three were incorrect. The correct items were developed based on the privacy policies of the 12 mobile apps selected for this study. To construct knowledge items that were as comparable as possible for all 12 apps, we extracted three statements concerning the information collected by the app and two statements regarding with whom the information is shared from each privacy policy. According to Luzak (2014) and Shade and Shepherd (2013), this is the most important information for Internet users. In case we could not select two statements regarding with whom information is shared, we included another statement on what the app is doing with the collected information. One example of the constructed knowledge statements is provided in Table 1. All other knowledge statements are provided upon
request. Correlational analyses were performed to test whether the eight items per app were related to each other. The correlation coefficients of the correct statements varied from .20 to .60, suggesting that the items could be associated with each other. As done by Smit, van Noort, and Voorveld (2014) and Park and Jang (2014), a general mobile app knowledge scale was constructed by assigning a “1” for correct answers and a “0” for incorrect and “do not know” answers. Mobile app knowledge varied from “0” (no knowledge) to “8” (high knowledge) with an average score of 2.91 (SD = 2.20).

Privacy concerns were measured with 6-Likert scale items (1 = strongly disagree and 7 = strongly agree) adopted from Xu et al. (2012), for instance, “I am concerned that mobile app X is collecting too much information about me.” Scale items were averaged to form one single index for mobile privacy concerns, with higher scores representing higher levels of concern (M = 3.88, SD = 1.35, α = .90).

Perceived vulnerability was measured with 5-Likert scale items (1 = strongly disagree and 7 = strongly agree) adapted from Mohamed and Ahmad (2012), for example, “I feel my personal information in mobile app X could be misused.” Scale items were averaged to form one susceptibility index (M = 3.98, SD = 1.35, α = .93).

Perceived self-efficacy was measured using a combined 6-item Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree and 7 = strongly agree) consisting of two protection self-efficacy items adapted from Mohamed and Ahmad (2012) and four privacy control items of Xu et al. (2008), for example, “I believe I have control over who can get access to my personal information collected by mobile app X.” As this scale was not yet constructed by earlier research, principal component analysis (PCA) was conducted, which yielded one component (EV = 4.37; R² = .73). Therefore, the items were averaged (M = 3.64, SD = 1.36, α = .92).

App attitude was measured with four items on a 7-point semantic differential scale adapted from Ajzen (2006). After the fragment “In general, how do you evaluate mobile app X?” respondents could, for instance, choose between “bad/good.” Scale items were averaged to form one app attitude index (M = 5.25, SD = 1.17, α = .86).

Response costs were measured by 3-Likert scale items (1 = strongly disagree and 7 = strongly agree) inspired by Lee, LaRose, and Rifon (2008), for instance, “Deleting or not downloading an app brings about too many disadvantages for myself.” Scale items were averaged (M = 3.75, SD = 1.41, α = .75).

Privacy protection motivation was measured with 3-Likert scale items (1 = very unlikely and 7 = very likely) inspired by Ajzen (2006), for
example, “Over the next two weeks, I intend to protect my privacy in apps by controlling access to my personal information using the privacy settings.” The scale items were averaged to form a single privacy protection motivation scale ($M = 4.02$, $SD = 1.71$, $\alpha = .90$).

Privacy protection behavior was measured using six items borrowed from Park and Jang (2014). Respondents were asked to indicate on a 7-point Likert scale (1 = not at all and 7 = all the time) to what extent they perform several protection behaviors, for instance, “Read the privacy policy of mobile apps.” Scale items were averaged to create one index for privacy protection behavior ($M = 2.95$, $SD = 1.35$, $\alpha = .80$).

Moreover, we measured a number of control variables to make sure that our findings were not distorted by other variables. First, we measured demographic characteristics such as age, gender, and education. Moreover, we included a variable measuring participants’ prior experience with privacy infringement, because we expected that participants who had already been the victim of a privacy invasion, would report different results that participants who had not had such experiences. Prior experience privacy infringement was measured using 3-Likert scale items (1 = not at all and 7 = all the time; do not know) adapted from Xu et al. (2012), for instance, “How often have you personally been the victim of what you felt was an improper invasion of privacy?” Do not know answers were categorized as missing values, which were imputed using the series mean to avoid listwise deletion of the cases with missing values ($n = 76$ cases). Items were averaged to form one prior experience privacy infringement scale ($M = 2.97$, $SD = 1.41$, $\alpha = .69$).

Data Analysis

First, Pearson correlations were computed to examine the relationship between the constructs proposed in this study. Then, we tested with an ANOVA whether levels of protection motivation and behavior would differ among apps. Finally, hypotheses were tested using multiple regression analyses. More specifically, the variables protection motivation and protection behavior were regressed in two separate regression analyses upon participants’ background characteristics (gender, age, education, prior experience privacy infringement) and the theoretical protection determinants central in this study. These analyses allowed us to test for associations between mobile app knowledge, privacy concerns, perceived vulnerability, perceived self-efficacy, app attitude, response costs, and protection motivation and behavior while controlling for participants’ background characteristics.
ANOVAs showed that levels of protection motivation did not differ among apps, $F_{\text{motivation}}(11, 1581) = 1.18, p = .30$. However, there were small significant differences between apps with regard to protection behavior, $F_{\text{behavior}}(11, 1581) = 2.46, p < .01, \eta^2 = .02$. As can be seen in Figure 2, there was a significant difference between the Dropbox and the GoogleMaps app. Participants’ protection behavior was higher for the Dropbox app ($M = 3.39, SD = 1.47$) and lower for the GoogleMaps app ($M = 2.69, SD = 1.23$). However, as the effect size of this difference was very small ($\eta^2 = .02$), we did not analyze our data for each app separately.

Descriptive statistics suggested that participants’ knowledge regarding the data collection and usage practices of mobile apps is limited ($M = 2.93, SD = 2.19$, range 0–8). Participants also experienced moderate levels (all variables measured on a 7-point scale) of perceived vulnerability ($M = 3.98, SD = 1.35$), perceived self-efficacy ($M = 3.64, SD = 1.36$), response costs ($M = 3.75, SD = 1.41$), and privacy concerns ($M = 3.89, SD = 1.35$). Moreover, participants reported a positive app
TABLE 2

Correlation Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Vulnerability</td>
<td>.20**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Self-efficacy</td>
<td>−.17**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. App attitude</td>
<td>−.14**</td>
<td>−.09**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Response costs</td>
<td>.08**</td>
<td>.19**</td>
<td>−.18**</td>
<td>−.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Privacy concerns</td>
<td>.22**</td>
<td>.51**</td>
<td>−.14**</td>
<td>−.05*</td>
<td>.21**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Protection motivation</td>
<td>−.10**</td>
<td>.25**</td>
<td>.16**</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.28**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Protection behavior</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.16**</td>
<td>.15**</td>
<td>−.06*</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.20**</td>
<td>.40**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (two-tailed). **Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (two-tailed).

attitude ($M = 5.25$, $SD = 1.17$). Finally, they reported moderate levels of protection motivation ($M = 4.02$, $SD = 1.71$) and rather low levels of privacy protection behavior ($M = 2.95$, $SD = 1.35$). Table 2 shows Pearson correlations between all variables.

Results of the two multiple regression models are presented in Table 3. The regression model with protection motivation as dependent variable was significant, $F(10, 1,582) = 36.80, p < .001$, and it explained 19% of the variance in protection motivation. Moreover, the regression model with protection behavior as dependent variable was significant, $F(10, 1,582) = 27.27, p < .001$, and it explained 15% of the variance in protection behavior. Contrary to our expectations, knowledge was negatively related to protection motivation ($\beta = −.14, p < .001$) and behavior ($\beta = −.08, p < .01$), hence H1 was not supported. Thus, the more app users know about the data collection and usage practices of mobile apps, the less their privacy protection motivation and behavior seems to be.

As proposed in H2, privacy concerns were positively related to protection motivation ($\beta = .22, p < .001$) and behavior ($\beta = .16, p < .001$), suggesting that as app users’ concern about their privacy increases, they seem to be more motivated to engage in privacy protection and they do more to protect their privacy.

Moreover, as proposed in H3, perceived vulnerability was positively related to protection motivation ($\beta = .17, p < .001$) and behavior ($\beta = .06, p < .05$), supporting H3. This means that as app users believe that their chance of being a victim of a mobile privacy invasion increases, they are more likely to adopt measures to eliminate or reduce the harmful effects of mobile privacy invasions.

As predicted in H4, perceived self-efficacy was positively related to protection motivation ($\beta = .20, p < .001$) and behavior ($\beta = .20, p < .001$).
This suggests that as app users’ believe in their ability to protect themselves from mobile privacy invasions, they seem to be more motivated to engage in privacy protection and they do more to protect their privacy.

Partly confirming H5, there was no relationship between attitude and protection motivation ($\beta = .02, p = .42$), but a small negative relationship between attitude and protection behavior ($\beta = −.05, p < .05$). This suggests that the more app users like the app, the less they engage in privacy protection behavior.

Partly confirming H6, there was no relationship between response costs and protection motivation ($\beta = .00, p = .89$) but a small negative relationship between response costs and protection behavior ($\beta = −.05, p < .05$). This suggests that higher response costs are negatively related to protection behavior.

Finally, examining participants’ background characteristics, the analysis revealed a positive relationship between participants’ prior experience of privacy infringement and their protection motivation ($\beta = .10, p < .001$) and behavior ($\beta = .25, p < .001$). The more privacy infringement participants had experienced before, the higher their protection motivation and behavior was. Interestingly, we also found a positive association between age and protection motivation ($\beta = .10, p < .001$) but a negative association between age and protection behavior ($\beta = −.10, p < .001$). Hence, older people seem to be more motivated to protect their privacy in apps; however, they engage in less protection behavior. Finally, there was a negative relation between education and protection motivation ($\beta = −.05, p < .05$),

---

**TABLE 3**

*Multiple Regression Analyses Predicting Protection Motivation and Behavior*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protection Motivation, $\beta$</th>
<th>Protection Behavior, $\beta$</th>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Background characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>$−.10^{***}$</td>
<td>$−.10^{***}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>$−.05^{*}$</td>
<td>$−.03$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior privacy infringement</td>
<td>$10^{***}$</td>
<td>$25^{***}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PMT determinants</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1: Knowledge</td>
<td>$−.14^{***}$</td>
<td>$−.08^{**}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2: Privacy concern</td>
<td>$02^{***}$</td>
<td>$16^{***}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3: Vulnerability</td>
<td>$17^{***}$</td>
<td>$06^{*}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4: Self-efficacy</td>
<td>$20^{***}$</td>
<td>$20^{***}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5: App attitude</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>$−.05^{*}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6: Response costs</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>$−.05^{*}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All entries are standardized regression coefficients.

* $p < .05$, ** $p < .01$, *** $p < .001$.
suggesting that higher educated people seem to be less motivated to protect their privacy.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

This study investigated mobile app users’ current privacy protection behavior as well as the factors that motivate it. Results confirmed that the application of PMT in the context of mobile app privacy could be a promising theoretical framework for understanding privacy protection in apps. Consistent with PMT and earlier research on Internet users, we found that mobile app users’ perceived vulnerability, self-efficacy, and privacy concerns were positively related to protection motivation and behavior (Boehmer et al. 2015; Lee, LaRose, and Rifon 2008; Milne, Labrecque, and Cromer 2009). This means that app users are more likely to engage in protection behavior if they feel vulnerable, concerned, and think that they are able to protect themselves from the data collection and usage practices of apps. Earlier studies that have used PMT as a theoretical framework (Boehmer et al. 2015; Lee, LaRose, and Rifon 2008; Milne, Labrecque, and Cromer 2009; Youn 2009) mainly focused on the general Internet context. Our study shows that PMT, and our extension of it, APPM, can also be used to tap into the mechanisms that explain protection motivation and behavior in the mobile app context. As such, the study represents a solid point of departure for future research investigating app privacy protection behavior in more detail.

Interestingly, although contrary to our expectations, higher levels of knowledge about the data collection and usage practices of mobile apps were not associated with more, but less protection motivation and behavior. One possible explanation is that app users with higher levels of knowledge simply have given up to protect their privacy, because they know that it is very difficult to tackle the threat. According to the extended parallel process model (EPPM) (Witte 1992), which is an extension of PMT, when individuals perceive a threat to be high, but efficacy to be low, they initiate a fear control process. In this process, the fear that has been evoked by the threat becomes intensified, because individuals believe that they are unable to effectively respond to the threat. As a result, individuals start to cope with the fear, for instance, by engaging in maladaptive responses (e.g., denial). The latter might explain the low protection motivation and behavior levels.

Contrary to our expectations, we also did not find a significant negative relationship between response costs and protection motivation but a small negative association between response costs and behavior, which has only little explanatory power. An explanation for this might be that the negative
consequences of safe behavior may not be that salient in the study’s population. As our study demonstrated, overall, mobile app users’ level of perceived self-efficacy is relatively low. This suggests that app users do not know how to protect their privacy in apps, which would explain, why they could not evaluate the response costs of protective behavior. If app users think that they are not able to engage in the protective behavior, it is, of course, difficult for them to evaluate the costs of it. Additional correlational analyses indeed show that self-efficacy and response costs are negatively correlated ($r = -0.18$, $p < .001$).

Finally, contrary to our expectations, app attitude had only a small negative association with protection motivation, which has only little explanatory power. One explanation for this weak association might lie in our operationalization of the PMT construct benefits. We decided to measure the construct benefits by measuring app users’ attitude toward the app, because we thought that this would be the only way to create one valence scale that is applicable to the 12 different apps we focused on in this study. If we had measured benefits in terms of different gratifications per app, it would have been impossible to create one benefits scale that applies to all apps. It might be that we simply did not capture the concept of benefits completely, which is why we do not find stronger associations. Future research should test to what extent another operationalization of the benefits construct yields the expected association.

Moreover, we found a positive relationship between age and protection motivation and a negative relationship between age and protection behavior. It seems as if older people would be more motivated to protect their privacy; however, they engage in less protection behavior. A reason for this conflicting finding might be that these people are concerned about their privacy and would also like to protect it; however, they simply do not know how to protect themselves. Thus, these people seem to have some kind of knowledge on the data collection practices of apps, but they do not have enough knowledge on how to tackle these practices.

Limitations and Future Research

Investigating current levels of privacy protection motivation and behavior in the mobile app context is very important, given that apps become more and more ingrained in our everyday lives. Such an investigation is, however, difficult and we, therefore, need to consider some limitations of our study, which call for future research. First of all, the surveyed sample only contained participants from one Western European country. More
international research is needed to validate our finding in other countries with other privacy regulations.

Second, we measured privacy protection behavior using self-report questions, which are always prone for socially desirable answers. Ideally, future research focuses on actual protection behavior, for instance, by tracking app users’ behavior in apps. Apart from that, future research may want to investigate what the balance of the factors motivating protection behavior needs to look like so that app users really start protecting their privacy. A first step would be to investigate which trade-off app users make when deciding (not) to protect their privacy. Researchers might, for instance, want to conduct a conjoint experiment, which is able to separate an overall protection motivation judgment into several components. This separation, in turn, may provide valuable information on the relative importance of the distinct protection motivation determinants.

Third, it is necessary to note that the selection of apps focused on in this study might have had consequences for the results of this study. Participants of this study answered survey questions on apps they had already downloaded on their smartphone or tablet. This means that they had already made their privacy decision when they answered the survey questions, which is why the risks associated with the download were probably less salient among our participants. This might, for instance, explain the low privacy concerns and vulnerability levels. Moreover, due to the fact that participant had already downloaded the app in question, it might be that they experienced cognitive dissonance while answering our survey questions, which might have caused a positivity bias in our results. Future research might want to focus on a different, nonretrospective phase in the app downloading process to get more insights into privacy protection motivation and behavior. One could, for instance, let mobile app users download a fictive app and assess their protection motivation and behavior in the meantime by using tracking software and after the download by using self-report questions.

Fourth, this study focused only on mobile app users’ objective knowledge. Prior research, however, has highlighted the importance of subjective knowledge rather than objective knowledge: A study by Nabi, Roskos-Ewoldsen, and Carpentier (2008) has demonstrated that individuals higher in perceived knowledge engage in more protective behavior (i.e., performing a testicular self-exam) than those low in perceived knowledge. Based on this evidence, future research should also focus on measuring app users’ subjective knowledge to fully understand the impact of knowledge on protection behavior in the mobile app context.
Fifth, this study did not measure the PMT construct response efficacy. There are a few actions currently available to consumers to protect their privacy but these response options are very limited and not commonly used. To avoid ecological and internal validity issues, we did not ask users about these options. However, we acknowledge that neglecting the few response options that do exist is a limitation of this study. To get a better understanding of the factors that motivate privacy protection in the mobile app context, future research should, therefore, take into account the limited response options that are currently available to consumers (e.g., tools/apps to restrict the personal information disclosure in apps).

Theoretical and Practical Implications

Despite these limitations, the findings of this study have important theoretical and practical implications. Theoretically, our study contributes to existing online security literature, as it is, to our knowledge, the first to apply PMT in the mobile app context. As our results show, this was a fruitful application, because in line with earlier findings (e.g., Boehmer et al. 2015; Lee, LaRose, and Rifon 2008; Youn 2009) we find that mobile app users’ perceived vulnerability, self-efficacy, and privacy concerns were positively related to protection motivation and behavior. Of these variables, the variable self-efficacy plays the most important role, because it has the strongest relationship with protection motivation and behavior. This is in line with earlier research, which demonstrated that self-efficacy has the most consistent impact on the enactment of safe behaviors and that it is the strongest predictor of online safe behaviors (Boehmer et al. 2015; Lee, LaRose, and Rifon 2008).

Additionally, this study contributes to the growing body of literature using PMT to examine privacy behavior in the mobile app context (Boehmer et al. 2015; Milne, Labrecque, and Cromer 2009) by showing the need for including the concept knowledge as an extra PMT variable. While knowledge is negatively associated with protection motivation and behavior, privacy concerns are positively associated with these outcome variables. It becomes clear, that in order to fully grasp mobile app users protection motivation and behavior, it is necessary to investigate the concept of knowledge, too. Thus, this study does not only extend PMT and make it more applicable to the mobile app context, but it also offers a more nuanced theoretical understanding of the factors that motivate app users to protect their privacy.

Practically, our study shows that mobile app users’ knowledge on the data collection practices of mobile apps is currently limited. Obviously,
the current informed consent regulations do not seem to reach their aims, because app users barely have knowledge about the magnitude of the data collection and usage practices of apps and they are not really concerned about them. Without knowledge on the data collection practices of mobile apps, it is very difficult for users to arm themselves against these practices. Hence, they seem to be at the mercy of app providers and advertisers, and they do not see a way to protect their privacy, nor are they aware of the threats they are actually facing. However, our results also bring about potential ways to empower mobile app users. As our findings imply, it might be valuable to increase app users perceived self-efficacy, vulnerability, and privacy concern beliefs, as these are likely to increase privacy protection motivation. Based on this, policymakers should concentrate their efforts on (1) increasing mobile app users’ awareness of potential privacy threats and (2) their belief that they can, in fact, protect their mobile privacy. In that regard, awareness creation should go beyond just informing consumers about the data collection practices of apps, for instance, by using privacy policies. This approach has been repeatedly proven ineffective (Liu 2014; Milne and Culnan 2004; Shklovski et al. 2014). Instead, policymakers might want to create awareness for the concrete negative consequences of the data collection and usage practices of apps (e.g., discrimination in buying situations, identity theft, fraud) by stimulating a public debate about the topic using mainstream media. In the Netherlands, for instance, a public TV channel recently broadcasted a successful privacy special, in which professionals uncovered how easy it is to access personal data (e.g., passwords, auto-fill forms) on mobile devices and how this information may be misused by others (NPO 2016). Using this way of informing consumers about the potential privacy threats caused by the data collection and usage practices of apps is probably more effective in creating awareness than the best privacy policy. Additionally, these kinds of programs may also help to increase consumers’ belief that they can protect their privacy, which seems to play a very important role according to our findings. By offering consumers easy and concrete tools to restrict personal information disclosure via apps, as done in the NPO privacy special, consumers may feel savvier and less helpless, which might reduce privacy threatening behavior.

Although consumers might feel helpless when it comes to protecting their privacy, there are still some steps they can take. First and foremost, consumers can actively inform themselves about the data collection and usage practices of mobile apps and their consequences on educational Web sites, such as the Dutch Web site http://www.veiliginternetten.nl (translated: safely surfing on the Internet). This Web site creates awareness
for the different types of information apps usually want to access on mobile devices, it briefly discusses the pros and cons of each information access, and it stimulates consumers to read the privacy policy and to assess whether they find the information access acceptable or not. Second, app users could consider using alternative apps that offer the same service but access less personal information. The messaging service “Threema,” for instance, offers a similar service as the popular messaging app “WhatsApp,” but, in contrast to WhatsApp, Threema actively prevents the collection of meta data, thereby guaranteeing privacy (Threema 2018).

In sum, this study adds to the mobile app literature, as it is the first to examine the factors that motivate privacy protection in mobile apps. Results show that while increased levels of perceived self-efficacy, vulnerability, and privacy concern enhance mobile app users’ motivation to engage in risk-reducing behavior, higher levels of knowledge of the data collection practices of mobile apps, app attitude, and perceived response costs diminish it. We can conclude that app users are unwittingly and defenselessly in the spotlight at the moment but once they start worrying about their privacy and feel able to protect it, the tables may turn.
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